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THEORETICAL SYNUW2TIUC SPAN Lo~~~G ~~E To ELAP ~E~LEcT~o~ FOR ~~~~s OF
ARIWI’RARY PLAN I?ORNI AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS 1
BY JOEX DEYOENG
SUhlhIARY
.A ~imPl@ed [ijiing-wrface them-y is appiied to the problem of
emrlwting span loading due to flap deject ionjor arbitrar.r.rwing
plan forms. U“ith the resulting procedure, the e$eck of j?ap
de.fl.ection on the span loading and associated aerodynamic
churacten”stics can be ean”ly computed for any wing which is
gYmm~t~”calabo Ut the root chord and which has a straight quar-
ter-chord line owr tht wing semispan. The C$PCLSof cornpresR--
bi[ity and spanwiw c~riation of section lift-curw s[opc are
tak(m into account by the procedure.
For the case ~f straight-tajwred u<ngs, the load disfrib UtiOrl
a[id lift due to jlap d~)ection are prcscnkd in chart form for a
broad rangg of wing plan forms. Ezpelirnental colues oi Jap
e-ffec!iii?encssare compared U?it}kthv ralues obtained from these
charts -for S(~~:raiwings. The comparison show good agree-
ment behrecn thwy and experiment.
The method presented can a~~obe used to calculafe tfl~douw-
wash. in the certical center o-f the wuke of a wing u%ich has
arbitrary .spanu+iseloading.
1NTRODUCTIOX
Reference 1 presents a procedure -which is based on simpli-
fied lifting-surface theory and which permits the rapid
determination of the sj-rnmetrie spanwise distribution of lift.
on wings hal-ing essentialij~ arbitrary plan form. With
reference 1. the symmetric spanm-ke loading can be found for
any symmetric angle-of-attack distribution such as that due
to spanwise continuous twist or camber. The method satis-
fies the boundary condition at only a finite number of span-
\rise points; thus, to insure accuracy for the loading obtained
hy this method, the angle-of-attack distribution must. be
continuous and must not vary excessi~el~. If the angle-of-
attack distribution is discontinuous, such as that due to
partial -w-@-span flaps, or varies excessively, the boundary
condition shotdd be satisfied at sufficien~ points to insure a
correct answer. This normally entails an excessi}-e amount
of labor, since the computations required increase approxi-
nl%telY as the square of the number of points used.
.4n alternative procedure is to use a method which satisfies
the boundary condition at onIy a few points where this
boundary condition is adjusted so that. at these points the
calculated loading is identical with that which would be
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predicted by
at all points.
a method satisfying the boundary conditio~
This specific boundary condition for the case
of antis.j-rnmetrically deflected ailerons is developed in refer-
ence 2, dich is based on the zero-aspect-ratio theory of
reference 3. A similar de-relopmenk can determine the
s~eefic boundary condition for the case of symmetrically
deflected flaps.
It is the purpose of the present report to determine the
specif5c boundary condition and to provide simple methods
for computing the aerodj-namic charzeteristics for wings with
symmetrically deflected flaps.
XOTATION
b2()aspect ratio —!S
a,% coefficient depending on wing geometry and
indicating the influence of symmetric Ioad-
img at span station n on the downw-ash
angle at span station Y
b span of the w-iuu measured perpendicular to
the plane of symmetry, feet
c whg chord,2 fee L
s
cm mean wing chord 2 ()~ , feet
f
-L
‘Oca’fiftcoefi”i’ntr::’ift)
c., rate of change of lift coefficient w-ith flap
deflection, per radian
c.= rate of change of lift coefficient !~ith wing
angIe of attack, per radian
Cjc
(7Lcae spanwise loading coefficient for unit lift
~ (–)
2.AG
cOeffielent c.
d, scale factor
e~% factors of Ioading interpolation function
G spanw-ise loading coefficient or dimem~ionless
c~c~’’+w(?+)=
G spanwise Ioading coefficient per radian of
().flap cleflection ~
~M53suA p-melIel io the plane ofsymrretw.
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wing-chord distribution parameter (at span
station v) which incIwles the effects of
compressibility and section lift-curve sIope
SUBSCRIPTS
integer pertaining to span sta[ion associfitcdn
( n7t-with the Ioading q =COS —7%+1 )WI($)] integer pert aining to spwl station associatedv
integration factors for spanw-isc loading due
to flaps
Mach number
arbitrary number of span stations
free-stream dynamic pressure, pounds per
square foot
wing area, square feet
free-stream velocity, feet per second
induced Yelocity, normal to the lifting surface,
positive for downwasl~l feet per second
longitudinal coordinate measured from the
lateral plane through the quarter chord of
the ~ring-root chord,3 feet
( ?Jm-with the downwash v =cos —?n+l )
k half-integer pertaining to span station
(
“kT
‘=cosm+l )
.u
In
(1
pertaining to flaps
wing tip,
wi~g root
avera e or meang
s
T’
w ()denoting full wing-chord flaps ~= 1Ix
DEVELOPilIENT OF NIETHOD
lateral coordinate measured from the wing
root perpendieuhlr to the plane of sym-
metr~-, feet
~ring angle of attack,3 radians
section angle of attack at span station V,3
radians
y The simplified lifting-surface theory used herein replaces a
lifting surface by a Iif ting vortex located at the wing quarter-
chorcf line. The boundary condition specified for cletermin-
ing the rortex strength distribution is that, tilong the three-
quarter-chorcl line of the wing, tl~c~resM1 be no fiow through
tile lifting surface.
The matliemati~)d IHefhOd of so]ution and discussiofl of the
limitations of the theory are given in detail in NACA Rep.
921, 1943 (reference l). The same mathematical procedures
and assumptions are used in [he present report.
The muthemat ical solution for the determination of span-
wise loading consists of satisf~-ing the boundary comlition
that along the three-quarter-chord line of the ~ving there shalI
be no flow through the Iifting surface. If the boundary
condition (i. e., the spanwisc tw-ist. along the three-ql]arter-
Chord Iinej can be approximated by a fen’ kI’nlS Of a mfit~W-
matical series, then the “no-flow) $condition need ho satisfied
exactly at only a few spanw-ise stations and t]le calculated
loading can be expressed by a few terms of a mmthcmatica]
series, Thus it has been found thab satisfying t}le boundary
conditions at four spanwise points enables accurate c.ompu-
ta tion of the loading due to symmetric t ivist (reference 1),
whereas onIy three spanwise points are rcqu irod for accurat c
computation of the Ioading due to antisymmetric twis~
(reference 2). The distribution of spanwise twists in th(’s.e
t~ro cases is such that at most a four and a three term trig-
onometric series, respcc.tirclj-, are needed to duplicfite them.
For the case of irregular and discontinuous distribution of
twist such as that required to simulate the span loading due
to deflection of a partial-span fiap, it becomes necessary to
satisfy the boundary condition at a large number of points,
partietdarly near the point of discontinuity, it~ order tha~
sufficient accuracy will be insured. Since the computation
labor increases tipprnxim ztel~- as the square of the numlwr of
points considered, the foregoing method becomes less prnc-
tical. Ag alternate approach is to a~ter the boundary con-
dition for the method involving few points at ;vhich the
bounclary condition is satisfied, so that at thwe points the
loading is identical with that ob tainwi by the method for
which the boundary condition is satisfied at all points.
This process is practical because the span;vise loading of
0!
(Y.
c.,()Iift-cff{ctiveness parwneter3 —C.a(1(yd 8
compressibilit~- parameter J 1—M2]
circulation, feet. squared per second “
angle of deflection of flap,3 radians
angle of deflection of flap measured perpen-
dicular to the hinge Iine., radians
dimensionless lateral coordinate ()&
dimensionless flap span on one wing panel,
measured perpendicular to the plane of
s}-mmetry, from the wing root outboard
for inboard flaps, and from the ~ving tip in-
~mard for outboard flaps (flawan)
e
K,
trigonometric. spa.nwisc coordinate defining
the spanwise eud of the flap, radians
ratio of section Iift-curve slope at span sta-
tiotl v to ~j both at the same Nacb
o
number 4
sw-cep angle of the wing quarter-chord line,
positive for sweepback, degrees
sw-eep parameter ~vhich includes the effects of
( tan Acompressibility tan-l —@ ) ~ciegrees
( tip chordLving taper ratio ,roo t. chord )
()dimensionless longitudinal coordinate ~b/2
trigonometric spanw-ise coordinate (cos-l ~],
radians
2Sfjpf~~tnote2,page1,
fSee’footnote 2, pege 1.
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\vings becomes independent of plan form as aspect ratio
approaches zero (reference 3). Thus the solutions for the
zero-aspect-ratio wing which satisfy the boundary condition
at all points can be used to obtain the proper adjustment of
tlw boundary comlition for a method that satisfies the bound-
ary condition at only a few points. With the altered bound-
ary condition, the method satisfying conditions at onIy a
felr points will give accurate results for plan forms of rery
lo~r aspect ratio, and should give good accuracy for m-ings
of high aspect ratio since the altercation of the boundary
condition can be kept small by proper choice of flap spans,
and a.Iso since Ioading distribution is affected less bj- plan
form thfin by the boundary condition. The mathematical
procedure for determining the zltered boundar~- conditions
is developed in appench .4.
.Mthough an altered boundary condition can be found for
an arbitrarj- position of the point of discontinuity, the
alteration can be made a rninim.um and of sm.alI order by
locating the discontinuity- at the mean position between
tw-o points at which the boundary condition is satisfied.
\Tith the point of discontinuity- defined, the flap span be-
comes defined. The results for arbitrary flap spans are
folmd by cross plots of results for the defined spans.
l’ilen the flap spans and corresponding twists (altered
boundary conditions) have been determined, the method is
applied in the same manner as that of reference 1. ln this
Jvay, (m+ 1)/2 Iinear equations in terms of symmetric-
Ioading distribution are obtainecl -which satisfj- the -wing
angk-of-attack conditions 5 at the three-quarter-chord Iine
at m stations, w-here m is an arbitrary ocld integer. The
application in the present re~ort is with m=7. The linear
equations are represented by the summations
~vllere tl~e integer subscripts v and n pertain to span stations
q =L’OS (vz18)and cos (n T&3), respectively-. To obtain the
loading coefficients G. from the simultaneous solution of
equation (1), it remains only to evaluate the coefficients
{?,. (which depend on w-ing geometry, compressibility, and
section Iift-curwe slope) and the spanw-ise variation of the
s~mmetric angle of tlttacli a,. The reader should note that
lvith a, constctni (spanw-ise) equation (I) represents additional
loading, and that with a, varying sj-mmetrically and con-
tinuously it represents basic loading (pro-rided the net lift
is zeroj.
EVALLIATIOXFtl,.
.!s shown in reference 1, a,. can be conretie~tly presented
as a furcction of tlvo parameters,6 DameI>-, a sweep parameter
definv{i as .i8=tan-1 [(tan .i),lp] ancI a w-@chord distribution
ptirarneter H, defined by
(q
J .+s discussed fn reference I, a, is not limited h small values but cm be ss Iarge sn em.zle
as dwired, provided separation does not omur.
c The efieets of mmpres$l%fliw errd seecion lift-eume elope ere eqDfmIent to a change in
wing plan hrme and em be mken “intoaceouni by a proper adjustment of the a,. wdues
where
K, ratio of experimental section lift-curve slope
at span station v to the theoretical -ralue of
2T
—, both at the same JIach number
P
c, *U chord at span station v
d, scccIefactor which has the following values:
0.061 for v=l
.234 for v=?
.381 for P=3
.320 for v=4
Equation (2) can be w-ritten in an alternate
H, in terms of U-LP geometry parameters
significant; thus
U
H,=d, ‘@ _ 1
~, (&/&,} (c,/ca,)
form that gil-es
that are more
(3)
where
b ratio of average section lift-cum-e slope’ to
2ji/d, both at the same 31ach number
K
— spa.nwise distribution of section Iift-curve
AZ,
slope for a given SIach number
c,
spanwke distribution of the ~v~~ c~lord
c=.
pli
aspect-ratio parameter
.%,
The term l/(K/K.J (cJc.J of equation (3) gives the effective
aerodynamic taper of a wi~~. The distribution of K/K=, may
-wrj- with 31ach number, part icuIarly at t ransonic speeds
(e. g., due to spanwise -rariation of airfoiI section). However,
since this distribution contributes to taper effect: the primary
change will be in the loadi~~ distribution rather than in gross
load.
With H, determined from equation (2) or (3), the values of
asat 16 in all, can be found in figure 1 where a,, is given as a
function of H, for _rarious values of &
For the case of straight-tapered wings with arbitrary sec-
tion Lift-cum-e-slope distribution for which the chord distri-
bution is specified bj- taper ratio, e~-aluation of equation (3)
is facilitated through the use of figure 2, which gi Yes KJ7,/sA
for each of the four span stations as a function of taper ratio,
EPALUATIOXOF.,.
The symmetric angle-of-attack distributions most corn.
mordy encountered are those resulting from constant a@e of
attack, tw-kt ancl camber, and the effective angle of attctck
due to flap deflection. The fist tw-o cases are the subjects
of reference 1. The effecti~-e angIe-of-attack distributions
due to flap deflection are the subject of the present report.
To minimize the computations involved, it is con~enient
to consider the cases of inboard and outboard flaps inde-
pendently. The inboard flaps are measured from the wing
midspan outboard, and the outboard flaps are measured
from the wing tip inboarcl. Three flap spans for inboard
and outboard flaps are considered in appmd;~ A and the
equivalent, angle-of-attack distribution for unit flap deflection
aJtiL for each case is Jisted in tabIe .44. The -raIues of aJ81
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given in table .44 are for (cl/c)= 1. The results can be easily
modified for the case of (cf/c) <1 as will be shown later.
The case of full wing-span flaps is easily considered since
this is the case of constant angle of attack which results in
additional-type loading.
APPLICATION OF METHOD
For the cases of symmetric angle-of-attack distributions
over a wing with flaps deflected, it is possibIe to form the set
of simultaneous equations which are required for the solution
of loading distribution for an arbitrary plan form. With the
loading known, integration formulas can be given to deter-
mine aerodynamic coefficients.
The loading distribution ~n, determined from the solutions
of the simultaneous equations, is a function of a,,, whicli has
been sho~~n in a preceding section to be a function of wing
geometry, compressibility, and section lift-curve slope. The
aerodynamic coefficients are obtained by integrations of the
laoding distribution and, therefore, will also be functions of
wing geometry, compressibility, and section lift-curve-slope
parameters.
In the following sections, application of the method to
obtain the general soIution for arbitrary spanwise distribu-
tion of wing chorcl is outlined and solutions are presented for
the spl’cifd case of wings having straight taper.
GENER.4L SOLUTION
Simultaneous equations for the loading.—The a,n values
t.o be substituted in the equations that follow are obthined
from figure 1 and table 17 with values of H, given by equation
(2) or (3).
1. Dejected inboard j?aps: The flap spans measured from
the wing midspan outboard are given by qfi The set of
simultaneous equations for symmetric spanwise loading due
to defection of any of the three following flap spans can be
obtained from the appropriate e set of the following equations:
I
0.195
–0.017
.029
-.014
.988
11
0.556
0.032
-.003
.w
.976
0.831
–o.011
1.021
.955
1.010
(4)
t?.= GJ8,
For the case of ql= I; a,/& is unity over the span of the wing
(same condition as solution for additional loading). -
2. Dejected outboard jlaps: The flap spans measured from
the w-ing tip inbomd are given by VP These bof simultaneous
equations for s.wnmetric. loading due to deflection of any of
the three following flap spans can be obtained from the ap-
propriate set of the following equations:
7Values of a.. beyond the sco~e of figure 1and table I cm be obtaimd from equation (B2),
which gives the linear asymptotes of the a,. function.
Case \ IV
~. VI
1
~f 0.169 0.44$ 0.805
al
z’ 1.0!1 o.m 1.017
at
z
_ o~l I.003 .972
cc,
T .045 .Ooil 1.014
CQ
X –.010 .024 .012
=1=al,5,+a,25!+a41F3+al,a,
where
(?%=(2%/8,
For the case of q~= 1, a,/3,= 1.
Loading distribution,—Tl~e. spanwise loading distributions
can be determined for various flap configurations as follows:
1, Full uing-chord jfaps [(cr/c) = 1]:The loading is zero at
the wing tip and is determined at four other span stations of
v=cos ~7Lr/8)=0.924, 0.707, 0.383, and O by solution of the
appropriate set of simultaneous equations from the previous
section. With equation (A.9j and tables A6, A7, and A8,
the loading can be interpolated nt span stations q= O.981,
0.831, 0.556, and 0.195 for each of the flap spans considered.
With these given points and the knowledge that the slope
of the loading-distribution curve is theoretically infinite at
the point of angle-of-attack discontinuity or flap spamvise
end, the loading distribution can be faircd. For flap spans
other than those given, the loading distribution of flaps that
are neither inboard nor outboard can be obtained from the
concept that loadings are additive (discussed ltitxr).
2. Constant jraction oj wing-chord jlaps [(cf/c) = constant]:
The spanwise loading distribution is equal to the product of
the loading distribution due to full wing-chord flaps and the
lift-effectiveness parameter da/d6. The factor da/d& is a
function of the ratio of flap chord to wing chord cl/c. t’t-dues
of da/d~ are presented in figure 3, which is reproduced from
figure 18 of reference 4--- Mthougll reference 4 from which
figure 3 was taken Iimits the Nlach numl)er range to values
less t.hag. 0.2, this limitation is believed to bI.’ too restrictive
since linearized theory indicates that da~dt is unaffected by
compressibility for the two-dimensional wing. As indicated
in reference 3, da/d6 is strongIy affected by aspect, ratio if
the aspect ratio (or PA) becomes very small; how-ever, com-
parisons with experiment indicate the. v-dues of da/d& from
figure 3 appear to be valid for BA>2. This limit to which
da/d8 can be used will be considered further in the section
Discussion when comparisons with experimental results arc
made, ._
3. Arbitary span.wise distribution of jlap cf~ord [{cJc) =
zmrialdcl: The flap can be divided into several parts each
having constant da/d~ and the load distribution due to each
part determined. The total distribution is then t.lus sum_ of
these individual load distributions.
Lift coefficient,-The lift coefficients due to flap deflection
for the same flap configurations previously discussed cau be
found as follows:
1. Full. wing-chord jfaps [(c,/c) = 1]: The spanwise loading
due to flap deflection is, in general, so complicated that
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ntlnwrical integration based on four spanwise values cannot.
br perfomed aceuratelj- with conventional integration
formulas. However, in appemlix A a spwial integration
formula (which needs but four spanwise dues) is developed
which applies to the dfierent flap sp~n... Equation (.A6)
can be written as
where, for each of the cases of equations (4) and (5), the hm
values are gi-ren by
hl 0.’293 0.299 0.300 0.352 0.301
h,
a 301 0.301
.544 .544 .555 .561 .3.56 .536
h~
-35s
.725 .725 .734 .Z?2 . .726 .ix
h, .392 :% .392 .105 .395 .393 .393
,
—.
2. Constant fracfion of un.ng-chord yaps [(cf/c) =consfant]:
The flap effectiveness is given by
(7)
,~. Arbitrary span wise Wribufion oj jZap chord [(c.t/c)=
wria ble]: Flaps for which cf/c varies spamvise on the wing
can he considered as equivalent to a wing-twist distribution.
The effective s-ymmetric twist of the wing is gi~en by
(8)
whtw daldfi is now a function of spa.nwke position. If
t,quation (8) is a continuous distribution such that it can be
plotted by specifykm its value a~ fo~ semispan points, then
thv wing can be considered to be twisted and solutions found
dirmtIy as for basic loading.
?Ilen equation (8) is discontinuous, the a@e of attack
can be divided into spanwise steps of eom~tant. angle of
attack and the total lift can be found by the summation of
the lift due to each spanwise step. The lift of a spamvise
PC.,,
step is obtained from a curve of Lift. coefficient — as a&
function of the extent of flap span from the wing root out-
board. Such a curve can be obtained from the soIutions.of
equation (6}. As previously indicated for qf= 1
The lift coefikient due to the twist given by equation (8)
can be obtained by a method other than the step method
from the integral given by
w%ich can be integrated numerically by taking the graphical
S\OpW of ~cL}l/Kao.
2724s3—54—17
Smmwise center of pressure,
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induced drag, and pitching
mo&ent.—The integra~ion formuhis of loadi~g due ‘to flap;
required to obtain spanwise center of pressure and induced
drag are not. dewloped here. Eowewr, the integration
formulas given in refererice 1 to obtain these characteristics __
can be used -with acceptable accuracy for the case of loading
due to flap deflection.
No rigorous procedure for determining pitching moments
can he developed from this method. As noted in reference
1, ho-wever, a good approximation for a wing without flaps
can be obtained if the wing sweep is Iarge since moments due
to shifts of spanwise load overshadoxr those due to shifts of
chordwise load. Vilere the effect of flaps is to be considered,
as in the present case, it ~ppears unlikely that the shifts in
chordwise loads can be sa.feIy neglected. Therefore an
estimation of pitching moments due to flaps should not only
incIude the moment due to spanw-ise load redistribution,
which this method -wilIgive accurately from the longi~udinal
moment of the center of load, but also should include an
estimation of the moment due to chordwise redistribution.
Additional considerations,—Several items pertaining to ‘ --
the usage of the method should be considered.
1. Addifice nafure oj loading and spanwise angle of attack:
The Jinear relation between angle of attack and loading
distribution of equation (1) states that all loadings are
additive if the respective angle-of-attack distributions are
added.
Thus, the aerod.ynamie coeflkients that restit from the
integration of the Ioading distribution are additi~e if they
depend linearly on the loading distribution. Hence, lift.
coefficient, rolling~moment coefficient., and pitching moment
are additive; whereas induced drag, spant+e center of
pressure, and aerodynamic center are not.
The additive concept is very useful for the determhation
of loading due to flap deflection. The loading due to an
arbitrarF span flap having arbitrarF position on the wing
semispan is simply found by adding or subtracting known
Ioadings due to flaps at other Iocations on the wing. For
examde, if the spa-nwise ends of the flaps ar~ at the same
.,
span stations, th& for fulI-chord ffaps -
(c~~)inbagrd= CL.— ( CLi)outbo.rd 1 (10)
2. DiJerential -ifap angles: The effect. of a differential
between flap angIes can be taken into account by considering
CL$of each wing panel as having one-half the vaIue of the
symmetric case. The totaI wing lift is then the sum of the
products of (?Laf2 and the angle of deflection of each flap.
AIthough the total wing lift can be found by this procedure,
the loading distribution cannot be found exactly by the
products of the sj-mmetric G[8 and the deflection of each flap.
Howerer, the loading distribution so obtained w-N be suf-
ficiently accurate for most purposes since this procedure
neglects only the small change due to the induced effects of
the ditTerence in flap deflection on each opposite wing panel.
3. Flap angles measured perpendicular to the hinge line:
The relationship between a flap angle measured in a pIane
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perpendicular to the flap hinge line and that measured in
a plane paralIel to the pIane of symmetry is gi~en by
tan 1=-, (11)
where Af is the slveep angle of the flap hillgc line, and ~ is the
angle measured perpendicular to the hinge line. Equation
(11) can be inserted int o any of the equations involving 6 to
pllt the equations in terms of ~.
For constant fraction of wing-chord flaps on straight-
tapered wings, Af is given by
tan .~~=tan A—4[(3/4)–(c,/c)] 1– Ai ().1+X (12)~.
SOLUTIONS FOR STR.41GHT-TAPERED wTNGS
C’harts of aerod~mamic characteristics for straight-taperctl
wings .c.an be presented in terms of parameters involving
geometry, compressibilit~-, and section lift-curve slope.a
These charts provide a ready means of obtaining data
directly.
Equation (4) has been used to c}-aluate the loading dis-
t rihution G/L$l= (l/&l) (ctc/2b) for a range of wing parameters
and flap spans, and the results arc pIot ted in figure 4. The
loading presented in figure 4 gives the values due to full
wing-chord flaps, For other flap configurations, the pro-
cedure gi~en in the loading distribution section of tbe generaI
SOIUt.ion can be used.
With the ]oading distribution determined from equation
(4), the application of equation (6) pro-rides lift coefficients
due to flap deflection in the form ~dL, ,/Ka, for several flaI]
spans. In Figure 5, these values we plotted against extent
of flap span from the wing root outboard for a range of ~ving
parameters.
.4s presented, figure 5 gives directly the lift due to full
v;ing-c}lord inboard flaps for flap spans measnred from the
plane of symmetry outboard. The lift clue to outbomd
flaps for flap spans measured from tbe wing tip inboard can
be obtained from figure 5 by use of the relations of equation
( 10). For fuII wing-chord flaps located arbitrarily on tl~e
wing semispan, the lift can be obtained from figure 5 as in-
dicate{] in the following example sketch:
~Throughout the figures. . . . is the comtant spanwise-section lift-curve sloI)edr the a~erage
of a small variation. For Iarge spanwise variations ofKthat fo~owthe function given in cqua.
tion (B5)developed m appendix B, tbe pzrmneters 5.4/x_ and x can be re~}]acedby the
parameters ‘- and ~~X,respectively.
For large spanw-ise wriatfons of K thst do not follow the curveof equation (B5), the sinm].
taneousequations fortbegenend solution cm besolmdfor arbitrary distributions of., va[ues
of H, can be obtained conveniently from figure z
With the full wing-chord vtdues given above, tllc lift due
to conshant- fraction of wing-chorcI and flaps of arbitrary
spanwisc chord distribution can be lound through Ilsc of
equations (7) and (9) with the da/d& values of figure 3.
APPLICATION OF THE a,n COEFFICIENTS TO THE PREDICTION
OF DOWNWASH FROM ARBITRARY WINGS
In the subject report and in reference 1; it, is sho]vn I1o};
various forms of symmetric. Ioading can be found quickly
through use of simplified lifting-surface thcoI y and vtilues of
the a,m coefficients which are presented in graphical form.
It can aIso be sho;vn that if the symmetric. load distribution
is known, from any computational method or from experi-
ment, then the same a.~ coefficimts can be used to find cor-
responding values of the dow’nwash in t.ho center of the ~~own-
wash wake. It is the purpose of this section of the report
to make available the method for completing dcmmwash
without att wupting to explore the possibilities or limitations
of the method. ~ In vimv of the importance of being al)k~ t~ _
predict, downwash, it is considered that inclusion of this matw
rial herein is justifiable although not directly related to the
main purpose of the report. It is important t’o remember
that the method can bc used for any case of symmetric lofid- _
ing and is not restricted to that discussed in this report.
As noted previously, the a,. coefficients provide a very
simple means of finding the clew-nwash in the center of the
downwash wake of the wing due to any symmetric spa.n~vise
Ioading_ distribution for any sweep angle. The downv-ash
can be found at spcrific points in the region bctirecn tho
wing tips from near the quart er-c.herd line t o an in fhlit e
distance downstream,
Equation (1) was derived (refere~ce 1) to fintl the down-
wash at the effecti~-c three-quarter-chord line for which the
distance downs~ream from the quarter-chord line is K(c/z).
The gemeral expression for the distance downstream from
the qua~t,er-chord line is
x—~y tan A$
where z is the longitudinal distance measured in the hori-
zontal plane from the Jving-root quarter-chord ‘point to an
arbitrary downwash point. Substituting this general CX-
pression .in equation (2) gives
d,
11’‘($/0) – 7Ptan &
where
Equation (1) (for va~ucs of the parameters
Ap) gives the downlvwh tingle as
(13)
where the a,. coefficieut,s are obtained from figure 1 ;~ith the
H, values given by equation (13).
It should be noticed that, because thc~ chordwise loading
is concentra-ted at the one-quarter-chord line, equation (13)
is independent of aspect ratio and spanwise distribution of
wing chord, w-bile from equation (14) it can be seen that,
dowmvash depends on these wing geometric values only
through the loading distribution (7.,
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!ilquatio; (14) fl give the downwasb
LOADING DUE TO
ang]e ~~le to ar~i.
t rary s~-mmetric’ loading distribution for all values of $> q,
tan .&..The do}vnv-ash can be found for the specific” span
:ttitiolls corresponding to Y= 1:2, 3, 4, or ~,=cos ~=0.924,
0.’iO7, 0.383, and O, respectively. If cornpressl%ility effects
are included, the loading distribution must be that at the
SIach number considered.
For convenience, equation (14) is re-writttm such that
dowmwash angle and Ioading distribution are in terms of
unit, lift coefficient. Then
}vhere c#/~L~~z is the spmn loadi~~ distribution for unit lift.
Both a,n and Clc[c.c., are affected bJ- compressibility, being
functions of the parameters fi.-l~%. and ~.
Equation (14) or (15) gives the downwwsh, in the vertical
writer of the wake, due to the integrated effect of the loading
of a swept vortex and the traiIing vortex sheet extending
‘Imcliwards to infinity. Any rolling of the trailing -rortex
shcwt into t}vo trails is ~eglected. Since either of the equa-
tions are for arbitrary Ioading distribution, the Ioading
coefficient can be set equal to a constant to duplicste uni-
form loading and the dow-nwash resuIts obtained for the
f’ase of the trailing sheet. rolled into two trails.
}Vith c:c/C’Lea,= 1, equation (15) becomes
where
and b’ (as used in the past from Iine-theor~- concepts) is the
span between the two trails given by the integrated loading
cliyidedb~- the loading at the middle of the w@, or
b’=. b L(cLc/CLc&O
DISCUSSION
U$FLUEXCE OF WLTG GEOMETRY OS FL.4P EFFECTIVENESS FOR
STR.41GHT-TAPERED WIXGS
To show- the effect of -wing geometry and compressibility
on lift due to inboard flap deflection, the dat~ of figure 5
have been cross-plotted and presented in figure 6. These
effects are similar to those on wing lift-cffr~e sIope shown in
reference 1. Figure 6 (a) compares the present theory with
that of reference 3 ancl shows, as might be expected, that
troth theories give essentially the same results for +4< 1.
l’igure 6 (b) shows ihe influence of tapw ratio on fla&Fec-
tivenes for swept wings. Figure 6 (c) gives the relative
FLAP DEFLECTION FOR WIXGS AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS
effects of the wing parameters of sweep, aspect ratio,
taDer ratio.
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and
‘Figure 7 shows comparative effects of ihboard and outboard.
flaps on swept -wings and shows the loss of flap effectiveness
due to s-weepbaek is less for inboard flaps. The relative
effects indicated by figures 6 and 7 appIy equalIy well for
constant fraction of wing-chord flaps since the Iift @ OIJY re-
duced by a constant spanwise factor dci[d8.
LIMITATIONS OF THE da;dzCOXCEPT AXD CO>IPRESSIBIIJTY
COXSIDERATIOXS
A minimum value of aspect ratio for which twodimen-
sional values of da/d6 can be used -with accuracy has been
determined for use with the subject report from principles of
lifting-surface theory and from experiment. An analysis
based on lifting-surface theory indicates that the dajdd of a
wing does not vary appreciably with aspect ratio until aspect
ratio becomes less than appro.ximatel~- 2; for .4<2, dejdd
increases rapidly with decreasing aspect ratio untif at. .4= O,
da/d6= 1. The discussion of reference 2 concludes that. only
a lifting-surface theory that accounts for changes in chord
loading clue to flap deflection will give accurate loading pre-
dictions for Ion--aspect-ratio wings.
Low--speed experimental dues of da/d8, from a 7- by
lo-foot -wind tunneI (reference 5), are plotted in figure 8 as a
function of aspect ratio for an unswept and a sw-ept-lmck
wing.. Figure 8 inciicates the order of variation of da/d~ with
aspect ratio.
The compressibility considerations in the present report
are the same as those of reference 1, 2, or 3; namely, that
compressibility can be taken into account by substituti~~
for the geometric raIues of .-1, .i, and b, the parameters &4,
AP,and fib, respectively.
From twodimensional theory it can be sho~m that the
parameter da/d6 is indepeude~t of Jlach number. In the
present report dajd~ is ako considered independen~ of llwh
number and, further, is considered independent of aspect
ratio for .4>2, as d~cussed earlier. However, from the
linearized compressible-flow theorj- the aspect ratio becomes
a-n effectire aspect ratio giren by B.-1.which approaches zero
as M+l .0. Thus the use of two-dimensional da/d& is re-
stricted to the Llach number range for which BA>2.
Figure 9 sho~vs the flap-effectiveness comparison between
theory and experiment. for a subsonic range of speed for two
-w-idgs. The theoretical values w-ere obtained using dqld6
from figure 3 and assuming i~ independent of SIach number.
The curl-es are terminated at the llach number where
P.-l= 2. The parallelism of the theoretical and experimental
curves of figure 9 indicates that da/dS can be used -with tbe
assumption that it remains independent of 31tich number to
values of j3.1 of the order of two.
In rie~ of the foregoing discussion, it is believed that
twodimensiona~ ~aIues of dald~ can be considered independ-
ent of M as IOUVas P.-I22 in the application of the subject
procedure.,
COMP.&BIS03’OFTHEORYWITHEXPEW*lENT
Experimental values of flap effectiveness are compared
with theoretically predicted raIues in a correlation diagram
given by figure 10. Included are the resu~ts for a wide range
of plan forms. Sketches of the plan forms and flaps are
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drawu akmb the points of correla.tion. ‘Me thtwrv makes
use of the curve of figure 3 giving da/d6 for a scaled-gap flap
over a range of deflection of + 10°. & seen in figure 10, the
theory is in fair agreement with experiment.
In general, the theoretical values of figure 10 are too low
and center approximately about the minus 10-percent line
of the figure. A similar effect is shown in figures 8 and 9.
This almost constant, difference bet}{wen tlie theoretical and
experimental rcdts is possibly clue to the da/d8 values that
were used in obtaining the theoretical results and which \vere
obtained from the —10° to 10° sealed-gap curve of figure 3.
The theoretical flap effectiveness of the low--aspect-ratio
wings having partial-wing-chord ffaps, given in figure 10, fall
below the minus 10-percent line. Part of this discrepancy
is presumably due to using twfo-dimensional values of da/d6
since these Wings approached the lower limit of aspect ratio
for which the da/d& concept has beeu judged acceptable.
Comparison of experimental results with theory for a kIach
nlunber range is showm in figure 9. This figure sho~vs that
compressibi~ity effcc ts are accurately predicted up to hlach
numbers corresponding to values of /3.4=2.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The determination of s.ymnwtric loading due to flap deflec-
tion for arbitrary Wings is shown to be--obtained by the solu-
tion of four simultaneous equations. The coefficients of the
simultaneous equations are presented in charts as fun~tions
of parameters that include wing geometry, cotnpressibiIity,
and section lifkurve slope. Integration formulas are given
for the loading distribution. With these the flap effective-
ness can be found.
For the special case of straight-tapered Wings, the loading
distributions and values of flap effectiveness are given in
chart form for a range of wing plan forms. These charts
indicate that the effects of plan form on the loading distri-
bution and Iift due to flap deflection are similar to that on
additional loading.
On the Lasis of experimental comparisons, it is concluded
that the method of the subject report can predict the flap
effectiveness of wiugs at subsonic speeds With good accuracy.
.4MES,hRONAU~ICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONALADVISORYCOMMITTEEFORAERONAUTICS,
MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF., Sept. ,$22,1950.
APPENDIX A
DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS FOR DETERMINATION OF
SYMMETRIC SPAN LOADING AND LIFT DUE TO FLAP
DEFLECTION
ALTERED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR FLAP DEFLECTION
In the following development the flap chord is considered
equal in length to the wing chord; thus a deflected flap
resuIts in a discontinuity in the spanwise distribution of
angle of athldi. Spanwise loading for a discontinuous dis-
tribution of angle of attack can he found through the simul-
taneous solution method of equation (1). The number of
equations, however, must be greater than four to obtain
accurate results and then the computation efforts become
excessiw. (Reference 1 gives the method for an arbitrary
number of equations.) llowever, an alternate procedure,
originally developed in reference 2, provides sufficient accu-
racy with a reasonable number of equations and this proce-
dure is the basis of the following development.
The zero-aspect-ratio theory of rcfer~’~ce 3 shows thtit for
a given sweep tmgIe, as aspect ratio approaches zero, span-
wise loading becomes independent of plan form. Thus, the
altered boundary conditions (see Development of lklet,hod)
required for the presen~ theory to give spanlvise loading for
given flap spans can be determined from [he loading given
by reference 3, which applies to all plan fortns. These
altered boundary conditions are obtained from equation (1)
using the a,. values for zero aspect ratio and the loading dis-
tribution for zero-aspect-ratio Wings given by reference 3
for gi~cn flap spans.
The zero-aspect-ratio values of a.,, are given l~y figure I
for 11,=0 or are given by the 13,. coefficients of refwwnee 1.
These a,~ coefficients are t.abulat~d as follows:
TABLE Al
% (FOR nt=7 AhTDA.=0)
\,
+
{
A ‘ ‘ ‘ 4
1--------10.4624 –2.0720 -0.2242
2........ –3.8284 5.656s
3......... 0
-: 62S4
–2.3ss3 4.329E
L.....--
-:.154s
-.2928 0 -1.7072 4.0000
With these ar~ coefficients and equation (1), symmetric
spanwise Ioading can bc found for zero-aspect-ratio wings.
As a comment on the accuracy of the simplified lifting-
surface theory for determining additional loading Widl
m=7, the solution of equation (1) with .4=0, a.. values gave,
to the accuracy of three decimal places, the c,lliptic loading
distribution characteristic of zero-aspect-ratio wings.
The flap end is arbitrarily chosen for the presen~ t.hcory
as the mean value of the spanw-ise trigonometric coordinates
of the points at which the boundary condition is appliccl find
which bracket the discontinuity or fiap spanwise end. Thus
for m=7, three flap spans can be defined for both inboard
and outboard flaps. Let q, be the flap span, and 6 the spnn-
wise point at the end of t.h~ ihpj then
qr=cos o for inboard flaps
v,= 1—cos 0 for outhoad flaps
These flap spans are given in the following table:
TABLE A2
DEFINED FLAP SPANS
.. .
Inboard Outbofird
I
‘COW
--11111] 111, IV ] Y ] W“--
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For the flap spans listed in table .42, the exact span load-
ing distribution for zero.~~pect,ratio can be found f~m
reference 3. With the a,s values listed in table Al and the
exact values of Q1, (72, G3, and G’4determined from reference
3, equation (1) gives the boundary condition or twist re-
quired for the present. method to produce the loading dis-
tribution for each case listed in table .42, that is,
;=10.4524 $–3.8284 ~–O.2928 ~
~=_~.0720 ~+5.6568 !&2.3888 ~
~=–1.8284 :+4.3296 $–1.7022 $
~=– O.2242 Z–3.1548 ++4.0000 ~
1
(A 1)
The spanwise loading distribution due to flap deflection
is given by (reference 3):
Inboard flaps
[
~.o+p
G($C) 1 . 2
—=sin~—–&* 20siny+(cos P–cos 8) in33- 8—G +
sin ~
L
(Cos p+cos 6) 174 z
Cos e—p
I=_ J
Outboard flaps I
G(q)
H
G(y)
131 [1
=sin p— —
outboard al riabard J
With equation (.ii2j, the spanwise loading & Gk, Gz, and G,,
at span stations p=:, ~, ~J and ~ or 7 =0.9~39, O.TOT1,
0.3827, and O can be tabulated for each of the cases gi-ren in
table A2 as foilo-ws:
TABLE A3
SPANWISE LOADING FOR A=O
I$ case [ II m
}
Iv v n
i; ,.,~\& 0.1524&2-5.S6 0.1241 0.2303 0.3322
&
&
.1106 .3467 .6432 .0m9 .3604 .596.5
Ga
z-
.!m2 .6s03 .‘m4 .0325 .2335 .717i
G,
r
.4125 . i%’o . !2618 . 03~2 .mo .5S75
The twist distribution required for each case is obtained
with equation (.41) and table i43, and is summarized as
folloWs :
TABLE A4
TWIST DISTRIBUTION, $
I Irdxmrd Outboard
L711111111 Iv]vlw
I Qd%- –.0136 .W41 .9s!s .0452 .+.1
.0339L 013!3
la
x
.9ss4 .9763 L 0404 –.0404 .0?37 .0116
with the twist distribution given by tabIe i44, equation
(1) can be used to solve for spanwise loading due to flaps
for any of the six cases and any aspect ratio.
LD?T DUE TO FL.4PS
The loading distribution resulting from flap deflection is
distorted to such an extent that the usual quadrature
formulas are not sufllciently accurate to integrate the loading
for 7n=7. However, the following development results in a
method which wiU give the lift due to fiaps as a function
of the four loading coefficients:
Lift coefficient is given by the integral
s1c.= A G(7i)dii=A J‘ G(y) sin ~dp–1 c
If it is assumed the loading series
(A3)
If the loading series is expanded for ~=~, ~, ~, and ~,
and Gl, Gz, Ga, and G~ are obtained in a series of ah’% the~~
multiplying each series through by the first coefficient. of the
series and summing the @s gives
1 ( ?z 0.3827 G,+o.7071 G,+ O.9239 G3+~ +aI=—
a15—a17-la31-a33+ . . . (A4)
The high harmonic coefficients can be put as factors of
the Gn. With equation (A4), the lift coefficient of equation
(A3) becomes
l
(O“gy 1+ a15—a17+a31—a331.5068 Gz ) G,+
(F ~+a”‘~i?+asl—assZ2 1.5068 Gd )1G, (.4.5)
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If h. is defined as the
coefficient is given by
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coefficients of G., then the lift
Reference 3 also gives loading due to flaps in series form
from which the ratio of (a15–a17+a31–a$i) to G. can be
evaluated. It is expected that this ratio will not vary appr~-
ciahly with aspect ratio. These high harmonic coefficients
are small but are not negligible for loading due to flaps. The
afl Talues from reference 3 are given by the following equa-
tions (for odd values of PI):
For inboard flaps
/&l=l
al=~(~—26+sin 26)
1
For outboard flaps (for the same ~)
1’
(A7)
/Jl=l
(al)..,~..,~= &-(aJln,08,,
Pl>l
(ffpl)o.tb.wd= ‘(a&lh.b..rd
With equations (A5) and (A7) and the values of table i13,
the kn values for each case can be tabulated:
TABLE A5
LOADING 1NTEGRATION FACTORS, )~.
I
1 Case. ~ I I ‘;1
.. . ..
111 w v“
‘“ ‘“’ j
w
+—- _—
h, 0.2991 0.2994 0-2929 0.30;0 o.3)14 0.3009-,
;
hj .5541 .5544 .5549 .5605 .5563 .5556
h~ .7248 .7250 .7252 .7339 .7275 .7259
------Q
h{ .3922 .3921 .3922 .4050 .3950 .3930 [
INTERPOLATION FUNCTION FOR ,SPANWISE LOADING DISTRIBUTION
The method of this report gives spanwise loading due to
flap deflection at four span stations. Since the complete
loading distribution is not sufficiently defined by these values,
the values of loading at otJ]cr span stations cannot be inter-
polated accurately by direct use of the interpolation equation
and table of reference 1,
The direct use of the interpolation table of reference I can
be obtained by converting the present loading due to flap
deflection to a loading approxtima~ing additional Ioading dis-
tribution. The conversion factors are obtained from values
of the zero-aspect-ratio theory and given by the ratio of
equation (Az) to sin pn for each of the four given span
stations. Define ,
~=(G/&)A=O
sin v (A8)
then, with table A3 and equation (A8), values of R% have
beeu computed and are tabulated for ‘each of the flap span
cases.
TABLE .16
R.
I Iuboard I Outboard ‘ I
l—~_— I~ ..- . — — .
v 0 .4E5 .7m .9tiii .0362 .mio .5875. ...—.- ___
where, for qf= 1, R.= 1,
The interpolation table of reference 1 gives
TABLE A7
lNTERPOLATIQN FACTORS e.~
Wk 0.9808 0.3315 0.55% D.1951
\
\
k 1 3 5 7
n z 5 i ‘ii”
I ~ : 0,8657
~-. ..
Q a 4904–—–o.0976 ?-; 0:0229
_ _._—
... -—=
>-- . . . ....—
.
,=—.
-—L. --
. . .
. . :?.
. .
. ..——- .-
The interpolated loading at span station k is de~~rmined
from the summation
_.. . ()~=n+-enk~ ~ -- (A9),..
,. $:-
where equations (A2) and- (A8) provide values of Rk ~vhich
are tabulated as follows:
.-.— .
... TABIJ3,+8 .,. -.-. . ...--4
_&,.J, .>=’.
Rh
n
, ,– .—
4
s-
.Case
k I TI m It’ T’ VI
~k
— —— . ,,
1
5
& 981 0. 1?46 0,3826 0.6092 0.3911 0.6170 0.8754
— . _ _ — .=.
3 “-
q“ “-~ ~ y ~
2 .831 . la .420.4 .8090 .1910 .5605 .8580,.
— — . — -
5
z .556 .1799 .8253 .9314 .0685 . 3;46 .8201
- —.
,/
7
.1’35
i
.3324 .7882 .9556 . M42 .2136 ~ .? = _
With the Rz values of table i18 and the loacIing ratios ~
determined from equation (~9), the loading G, can be found
at span stations k=;, ~~ $ and ~ (q= O.981, 0,831, 0.556
and 0,195, respectively).
APPENDIX B
AIDS TO THE METHOD
LINEAR ASYMPTOTE OF u,,
For large vahms of H,, the a ,n functions become linearly
proportional to /+, (see, e. g,, fig.1). Since this linear charac-
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teristic appeam at relatively low values of H, the.simple
Iinear rda~on betwee~ a,n aid H, is quite useful.
The L,p* function of appendix.4 of reference I is multiplied
lJy b/c, and the product is linearized with respect to b~c,.
( 1 bX ) sin A=— ——tans – ——.Cos .i c, +v
#-LLtan~...
-~ k ~q
for ~=~
,/
_—~ (
1
— + tan .i ‘-b— )( ) +: (l+sin,q . . .>Cos*i .F,,
for v=O
(Ill)
With the values of equation (Blj substittited into equation
(.k37) of reference 1, the values of a,. for arbitrary sweep
~n.gle and for &~ \-alues of ~, are obtained. l?or rn=~, t]le
follow~~ equation (BQ) gi~es values for a,m as.
(3.913all= )—+1.452 tan 1 H1+7.915— 1.751 sin .~—Cos A
0.003 tan~+O.088 (
~11+0.0016 tanz A—l
)
—
tan .1
(
0052 ~{1+0.0177 tanz A—1
tan A
-) +
(
0014 ~~1+0.1’i16 tan2A—1
tan A )
(
0.892
a~z= )—–3.793 tan A H, —3.1OO+1.61O sin A+,~OS il
0.00S tan ~–O.04S (
~~1+0.0016 tan! A—1
)
—
tan A
(
. .
)
().034 l~l+o.o;;; p’ ‘i–l _
.
(’
0.052? @.1::::n’i~-1 )
(
_O.~56
q= )+2.476 tan.1 H1—().014-l.7zi’sh~—, Cos *L
0.032 tan ~+0.037 (’
#+0.0016 tanz A-l
tan A ) +
~ ~95 l/l+().O1~~ tanz.~—l
.- ( )
—
tan A
(’
(),048 ‘~’l+O.l;:: ~’ ‘k–l )
(0.084 ) .alt= ~—1.lOOtan A H1–0.043+0.637sin.i—
(r~11+0.0016tan:.I—l0.060 tan$— O.017 - ) —tan.f
( ‘I I ().1~16tan2.i-10.08S ~- T tan A “---)
(0.231azl= )~+0.408tan.i 17z-2.140- O.%?3sinS—
0.004 tan$– O.063 (
~’1+0.0177tanzl-l
tan A ) -1-.
( )~1+0.0294ta.n2A-l ~0.116 3 tan.i
( )().ol~ lil+oy:::n’’~-i
a22= ( )0~-+-0.267tanS HZ+4.640— 0.491sin A+
0. Olltan~+O.163 (’
\’1+o.0177tML2. L—1
)
—
tan J
(’ )0.063 1’1+0.0::;:m2’i —1. —
~ (’
o 068 }~1+0.0886tana A—l
tan S )
(0.275a23= )—–---0.986tan,l Hc–2.226+0.821 sinA—Cos A
0.042 tan$–O.107 ( )
~;l+0.0177”tanz ii—l ~
tan A
(0.048 1‘1+o.0294taIl’A—1 ) —tan S
(0.063 T
~1+0.0886tan’A—l
tan.1 )
( 0.067azL= —— )+o.377t~~’~ H2+.o.lg8_o.551s~.~_Cos3.
( 0.04a31= —— )——0.068tan.~ Hs+0.197+0.207sinA—Cos11
O-007 tan#– O-116 (
~’1+0.1716tans,i —l
)
—
tan A
( -)
0.125 ~’l+O-O~~~~z’i—l +
0.2134 (
~~1+0.1993tanzA-l
ban A )
.
(B2)
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(L32=( )~+0.251 tanA H,-1.850- 0.132sin A+
(
——
o.020tan++o.302
“)
~’1+o.1716tml~A-1
—
tan .1
(’ )
0.082 “1+0”0;jf~u2A-L –
.
( )
0.1113 ~~1+0’1993 tan~~–1 -
tan A J
‘0.543
a33=( )~+0.232tMIA H,+4.272–0.388sinA-
0,078 tan&0.197 (
~~1+0.1’716tan2A-l
tan A ) +
( )
0.302 l’l+o”o:::pz’~–l +
(
0.088 j’1+0.1_993 tar12A-l
tan A )
(0.156a34= )~—0.428t%n A Hz-l.666+0.489sin A-
0.145 tam$+0.088 (
~il+0.1716tan2A—l
)
.
tan A
(
0.116 #’1+0 .0886 tana,i–l
)
—
tan A
0.041 (4
1+0.1993 tan2A–l
tan A ) ‘-”””
a41=0.032 ( &+ta.n A) H,-0,224.
ad2=—0.097 ( )A+tan, i H,+ 0.354(l+sin A)
a43=0.371 ( )&A+tanA 11,-3.155
adh=0.696 ( )&+tanA H,+3.313– O.687sin,~*
LINEAR SPAN WISE DISTRIBUTION OF (Kc), /(Kc).,
(B2)
Equation (3) can be manipulated into a function of various
parameters invol ring distributions of wing chord and section
lift-curve slope. One procedure is as follows: With the con-
dition that the product of section lift-curve slope and wing
chord varies linearIy spanwise, then
2’ [++)] (B3)‘Kc)= .’&(l+K,~/K,)
and equation (3) becomes
where A. is the aspect m tio based on a wing chord equal
to (KC). Equation (B3) is reduced to terms of two param-
eters, A. and (Ki/Kr) X. Expressions
ratio for straight-tapered wings, and
tion M-curve slope can be found.
For straight-~ apered wings
of ,41 in terms of aspect
.4= 2b
c, (1 +A)
the distribution of sec-
,-
fird SkCe (KC) iS ]hICELr
A.= 2b
K,Cr [1 +( KJK,)X]
then
AL=~(l+A)
&+K~h
and equation (B3) becomes
.
‘=WW:’I l+(K’’K’)2{1–7f, [l-( Kt/K,)~]j (B4)
The distribution of Kfor straight-tapered wings
(Kc), K, 1 – T, [1 –(Kt/K,)A]
~p=-=
c, . l–q, (l–k)
is given by
(B5)
Equation (B4) is in terms of t~le t}vo parameters [!:::
and (Kt/K,)X. %]utious for spanwiw loading in terms of kc?
t~vo parameters and ABare valid for the distributions of sec-
tion lift-curie slope given by equation (B5). Equation (1)5)
indicates tha,t, at A=l, KY is a ]inear function and at, k=O, K, is
a constant. For dues of k betw’cen O and 1, K, k a curve in
the region betwwn the linear function and a consttmt.
Equation @d) isrepresented in graphical form by flg~Ire2 but
7T
u,
with the ordinate replaced lJ~ the parameter —-– -—————
19A4(l+A)/(&+Kfk)
... , . . . . . .
and the tikeissa by (Kf/Kr) X.
In suinmary, for straight=tapered wings ha ~ing a linrar
distribution (w),, tl~e loading and associated aerodyntimie
characteristics can be presented in terms of tlw paramc(crs
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FIGURE Z,—Flap effectiwness as.a function of flap sptm, $+=4, L=os, :=l.
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FIGURE 8.—Variation ofezperimentdly determined dci~dtwithaspect ratio for wings having flaps of 30 percent of the wing chord normal to the quarter-chord line, V(=1.0,k=o.5, (8) Unwept
win~ A hinz. ]inm=OO. (b) Swept Ting.
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FIGURE 9.—Comparison of theoretical and experimental flap-effectiveness vsrlation with Mmh number. Reynolds rumber ~ 2X106at M =0,2; 4.8X1fFSt 3{=0.6.
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FIGL’EE Io.—corre]ation of cheoreti~ ~d Iow.speed experimental ffa~ffecti~eness due cosymmetrically deffected flaps for valiou. plan forms. Reynolck number from 1co3X1F. M<OJZ
